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Abstract. This work presents an approach for compressing regular hashbased signatures using STARKs (Ben-Sasson et. al.’18). We focus on constructing a hash-based t-of-n threshold signature scheme, as well as an
aggregate signature scheme. In both constructions, an aggregator collects
individual one-time hash-based signatures and outputs a STARK proof
attesting that the signatures are valid and meet the required thresholds.
This proof then serves the role of the aggregate or threshold signature.
We demonstrate the concrete performance of such constructions, having
implemented the algebraic intermediate representations (AIR) for them,
along with an experimental evaluation over our implementation of the
STARK protocol.
We find that, even when we aggregate thousands of signatures, the final
aggregated size ranges between 100KB and 200KB, making our schemes
attractive when there exist at least 50 one-or-few-times hash-based signatures. We also observe that for STARK-based signature aggregation, the
size of individual signatures is less important than the number of hash
invocations and the complexity of the signature verification algorithm.
This implies that simple hash-based signature variants (e.g. Lamport,
HORST, BPQS) are well-suited for aggregation, as their large individual
signatures serve only as witnesses to the ZKP circuit and are not needed
for aggregate signature verification.
Our constructions are directly applicable as scalable solutions for postquantum secure blockchains which typically employ blocks of hundreds
or thousands of signed transactions. Moreover, stateful hash-based oneor-few-times signatures are already used in some PQ-ready blockchains,
as address reuse is typically discouraged for privacy reasons.
Keywords: digital signature · hash-based · signature aggregation · threshold signatures · blockchain compression · STARK proofs
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Introduction

Aggregate and threshold signature schemes are important cryptographic primitives with real-world applications ranging from Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)
to blockchains. Roughly speaking, in an aggregate signature scheme, signatures
over unrelated messages that are signed individually by different parties are combined into a single signature. In a threshold signature scheme, t out of n parties

sign a single message M , and the resulting signature stands in as the signature
of all n parties over M .
Of particular interest are schemes where these resulting signatures are succinct (poly-logarithmic in the number of individual signatures) and the amount
of interaction between signers is minimal. Schemes with minimal interaction are
called one-round or non-interactive. In these non-interactive constructions, a
single party (not necessarily one of the signers), usually called the aggregator,
collects signatures from individual signers and combines them into a single short
aggregate or threshold signature. No other interaction is needed.
As discussed in Sec. 1.2, both aggregate and threshold signatures can be
constructed as extensions from a variety of popular choices, including: Schnorr
signatures, BLS signatures, and others. Of these, pairing-based signatures stand
out as the only ones yielding both succinct and non-interactive aggregate and
threshold signature schemes.
Scaling signatures for blockchains. There are two primary ways in which
digital signatures are used in blockchains today:
– To sign transactions authorizing transfer of funds between accounts. For
example, a single Bitcoin block may contain over 2, 500 ECDSA signatures
[11], while in some high-throughput blockchains, each block may contain
upward of 25, 000 signatures [38].
– In Byzantine Fault Tolerant (BFT) consensus systems, a subset of validators
needs to sign the same message to agree on the latest state of the system, and
their signatures must be stored on chain. In practical settings, the number
of validators could be in the hundreds or even thousands [27].
In both cases, the ability to non-interactively compress thousands of signatures, both with and without thresholds, is instrumental to solving blockchain
scalability challenges. Moreover, the blockchain context imposes additional requirements on potential aggregate and threshold signature schemes: public keys
of individual signers must be small, and aggregate/threshold signatures must be
fast to verify. Small keys are important because even if the signatures are compressed, individual public keys must still be stored on-chain. Fast verification is
important because the compressed signatures need to be verified in a variety of
settings, including devices with limited capabilities (i.e., light clients).
Finally, given the rising threat of quantum computing and the attacks enabled
by them against elliptic curve (EC) based signatures, the blockchain community has an increased interest in exploring the implementation of cryptographic
primitives that are not as susceptible to quantum adversaries. To the best of
our knowledge, there are currently no signature schemes which meet all of the
above requirements: succinctness, non-interactivity, and resistance to quantum
attacks. However, a general methodology for constructing such a scheme is wellknown: one can use a general-purpose zero-knowledge proof (ZKP) system to
generate a proof attesting that a set of signatures is valid and/or meets the required threshold. In fact, these techniques have already been applied in practice
to EC-based signatures [30].
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In this work, we present the first practical construction and concrete implementation of using ZKPs to compress hash-based signatures, which are inherently more resistant to quantum attacks. Although the idea of using ZKPs for
compression is not new, in practice these techniques are neither straightforward
to implement nor evaluate for concrete performance statistics. We show how
to make existing one-time hash-based signatures STARK-friendly by employing
optimized encoding techniques and by providing concrete results as well as an
open-source framework for performing efficient signature compression that is resistant against quantum attacks. We believe that our work can form the basis
of reusing the proposed aggregated and threshold one-time signature gadgets
for more complex many-times hash-based signature schemes (if required), when
a zero knowledge proof friendly hash function, such as Rescue[3], is applied.
It is also highlighted that all of the presented algorithms are available in our
open-sourced Winterfell [34] STARK library for arbitrary computations, which
will hopefully help the community on benchmarking, reusing and modifying the
proposed multi and threshold hash-based signatures via STARK [7] proofs.
1.1

Overview of Our Constructions

Our constructions of aggregate and threshold signature schemes are built using
a combination of hash-based signatures and a STARK protocol. In both constructions, individual signers sign messages using a regular hash-based signature
scheme, and an aggregator uses a STARK protocol to compress individual signatures into a single succinct proof.
Our aggregate signature scheme is described in Sec. 4, and the threshold
scheme is described in Sec. 5. In both cases, aggregate signature sizes are logarithmic in the number of individual signatures, with practical output sizes between 100KB and 200KB. This makes our schemes especially attractive when
aggregating over 50 individual signatures. The signatures are fast to verify (i.e.,
5 ms), but the aggregation procedures may require significant time and/or processing power. We provide evaluation of concrete results in Sec. 6.
Our constructions can be immediately applicable to post-quantum resistant
blockchains deployed today [29] without requiring users to update their existing
private keys. Many of these blockchains use stateful and one-or-few times hashbased signature schemes, resulting in individual signatures of ∼2KB in the best
case. For example, Quantum Resistant Ledger [44] uses XMSS (recommended
by NIST in SP 800-208 [24]) and WOTS+ [19], IOTA [41] depends on a custom
hash-based signature called Kerl (based on Keccak, with conversion to ternary)
and implements WOTS, and finally Corda [17] supports Sphincs [10] and explores
BPQS [20], a blockchain friendly XMSS variant, that starts as one-time, but can
be extended to a many-times scheme only when required.
Hash-based signatures. For our underlying signature scheme, we present a
one-time signature (OTS) scheme, Lamport+ which is described in detail in Sec. 3
and based on Lamport’s original one-time signatures. The primary motivation
for using Lamport+ is its efficient encoding in ZKP systems. Our instantiation
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of plain Lamport+ has 32-byte public keys, produces signatures which are 8KB
in size, and targets 123 bits of security. We also provide an optimized Lamport+
version where a “mining” technique is applied to the message hash to be signed,
which allows targeting 127 bits of security.
Extending to many-time signatures. While we designed Lamport+ to be
an OTS scheme primarily to minimize implementation complexity, it is possible
to replace it with a many-time hash-based signature scheme at the expense of
a slight increase in ZKP circuit complexity and aggregate signature generation
time. After all, Lamport/WOTS variants are the building blocks of many-time
schemes like Sphincs [10] and XMSS [19].
STARKs. For the ZKP system used to combine individual hash-based signatures into a single aggregate or threshold signature, we employ STARKs [7].
The primary motivation is that this scheme is hash-based and hence secure
against quantum attacks [22]. Although post-quantum security is not unique to
STARKs, they yield the best concrete efficiency of all known alternatives [23,8,4],
especially in terms of proof verification times.
In this work, we do not cover the details of the STARK protocol itself; however, we provide descriptions of arithmetizations for all computations involved
in STARK proof generation. Arithmetization in STARKs consists of defining
an intermediate algebraic representation (AIR) for a computation. STARKs are
especially performant when proving computations which have a large number
of repeated operations. However, translating computations into efficient AIRs
is non-trivial, and we anticipate that our presentation of AIRs will motivate
developers to using STARKs.
Moreover, we have implemented a fully-featured and performant STARK
prover and verifier in Rust, and open-sourced our implementation under the
MIT license [34]. In addition to the STARK prover and verifier, our open-source
Github repository contains examples of all AIRs described in this work.

1.2

Related Work

Currently some of the most popular signature schemes in both literature and
practice include the elliptic curve based ECDSA and EdDSA (or other Schnorr
variants), RSA, pairing-based schemes such as BLS, and the many post-quantum
(PQ) algorithms proposed in NIST’s PQ standardization process i.e., based on
hash functions or lattices [1]. Various research efforts have focused on extending
the original schemes by supporting faster batch verification, shorter aggregated
signatures over the same or different messages and threshold schemes. Two of
the most common metrics include signature compression rate and rounds of
interactivity, ideally offering a non-interactive solution where signers do not need
to engage in any type of communication between them to output a compressed
aggregated signature.
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Regarding ECDSA, to the best of our knowledge schemes for non-interactive
aggregation don’t exist, mainly due to the modular inversion involved [37]. Similarly, in RSA the modulus N is different between users, which makes interactivity essential [14]. Aggregating Schnorr-based schemes requires various additional steps such as distributed key generation (DKG) or at least one round
of interaction (see, for example [35]). A promising work is that of Musig2 [39],
which can support pre-processing of all but the first round, but this still cannot work for blockchain users, since they do not engage in a setup protocol.
Two other interesting approaches include the recent non-interactive EdDSA halfaggregation [21] and Γ -signatures [45] (a Schnorr variant), where both achieve
50% signature compression. Of these schemes, BLS aggregation is most notable
for its efficiency and the fact that third parties can aggregate public keys as
well as signatures. In other words, no interaction between individual signers is
needed. Unfortunately though, all of the above are not PQ-secure.
Recent works construct post-quantum aggregatable signature schemes relying
on lattice-based assumptions [12,40,28], but also require a setup step such as
DKG or an interactive protocol to generate aggregated keys. A few schemes
including MMSAT [26], the scheme of Boneh and Kim [15] and that of Boudgoust
and Roux-Langlois [16] are aggregatable and don’t require setup. These are
based on the random oracle model (ROM) and the Short Integer Solution (SIS)
problem. In particular, [16] is based on the well-studied Module SIS and Module
LWE assumptions. None of [26,16,15] provides a threshold signature scheme.
Further, the aggregate signatures of [26] grow linearly in the number of parties,
even though the constant is small. Various post-quantum constructions for ring
and group signatures have also been proposed using lattices [43] as well as the
ROM [33]. However, we are not aware of efficient aggregatable constructions for
hash-based post-quantum schemes, (e.g. XMSS [19], Sphincs [10], BPQS [20]),
although there exist STARK-based signature schemes (e.g. Ziggy [42]), which,
with recursive STARKs might be efficiently aggregated; although as far as we
know, such a construction has been mentioned in webinars [6], but not yet been
published or standardized.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
STARKs Protocol

We define a STARK protocol as a tuple of three algorithms STARK = (Setup,
Prove, Verify) as follows:
– pp ← STARK.Setup(1λ , Prog): Takes in the security parameter λ, and the
description of a Prog: {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1} and outputs public parameters pp.
– π ← Prove(pp, stmt, w): Takes in the public parameters, a statement stmt,
witness w, such that Prog(stmt||w) = 1 and outputs a proof π.
– b ← Verify(pp, π, stmt): Takes in the public parameters and outputs a bit 1
or 0 (denoting accept or reject).
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We also assume that STARK.Setup is transparent, meaning that it relies only
on public randomness and satisfies standard security definitions for SNARKs
including completeness and knowledge soundness (also known as knowledge extraction). We defer to the literature for more details (e.g. see [36,23,4,8,7]).
STARK parameters. Our instantiation of the STARK protocol uses parameters shown in Table 1. For the base field we use a 128-bit prime field with
modulus q = 2128 − 45 · 240 + 1. This choice is motivated by the following factors:
1. Modern CPUs can perform arithmetic operations with 128-bit integers relatively efficiently, and Rust has native support for u128 integer type.
2. This specific field is STARK-friendly as it has high-order roots of unity.
(specifically, 240 roots of unity).
3. This specific field allows computing roots of 5th power, i.e., (M −1) mod 5 6=
0. This is required for our instantiation of Rescue hash function.

Security level
96 bits
123 bits

Base
field

Blowup
factor

Query
count

128 bits
128 bits

8
8

27
34

Grinding Folding
factor
factor
16
22

8
8

Hash
function
BLAKE3
BLAKE3

Table 1: STARK parameters for 96-bit and 123-bit security levels using the same
base field. For 96-bit security level, output of BLAKE3 hash function is truncated
to 24 bytes to provide up to 96-bit collision resistance. For 123-bit security level,
FRI protocol must be run in a quadratic extension of the base field.

2.2

Algebraic Intermediate Representation (AIR)

Arithmetization is the reduction of computational statements to a set of algebraic statements involving a set of bounded-degree polynomials. In the STARK
protocol, the output of arithmetization is an Algebraic Intermediate Representation of a computation. Formal definition of AIR is provided in [7], but informally,
AIR consists of the following three elements:
1. execution trace which is a two-dimensional matrix, in which each row represents the state of the computation at a single point in time and each column
corresponds to an algebraic register tracked over all steps of the computation. Let T denote the execution trace matrix.
2. transition constraints which define algebraic relationships between two (or
more) rows of the execution trace.
3. boundary constraints which enforce equality between certain cells of the
execution trace and a set of constant values. Boundary constraints can be
thought of as defining a set of input and output values for the computation.
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Execution trace. Denote m as the width of the execution trace and n as the
number of steps in the execution trace, i.e. T is an m × n matrix. We define
the register trace of a register k as the polynomial interpolation fk of the set
{(ω i , T [i][k]) | i ∈ [0, n)}, where ω is a generator of a multiplicative subgroup of
size n in the base field specified for an instantiation of a STARK protocol. The
set of polynomials {fk | k ∈ [0, m)} is called the set of trace polynomials.
Notice that if fk (x) is the value in the execution trace matrix in column k
and row i, then fk (x · ω) is the value in the same column at step i + 1.
For efficient execution of the STARK protocol, n must be a power of two.
This allows us to use FFT-based polynomial evaluation and interpolation, which
have the complexity of O(n log n) Thus, the base field for the STARK protocol
must be 2-smooth3 , which indeed is the case for out selected field with modulus
q = 2128 − 45 · 240 + 1.
In addition to registers of the execution trace, we also use periodic registers
(also called periodic columns), which are not included in the execution trace
but can be referenced in transition constraints. Periodic columns are typically
used in STARKs to encode a small set of values which can be represented by
succinct polynomials of size much smaller than n. One such example is a register
where values repeats in a cycle and the length of the cycle is a power of two.
Constraints. Both boundary and transition constraints are defined by rational
functions of the form:
p(x)
z(x)
where, p(x) defines the constraint relationship, and z(x) defines the constraint
domain (a set of steps at which the constraint should hold). This constraint is
said to hold if the polynomial z divides the polynomial p.
For boundary constraints, p(x) has the following form:
p(x) = c(fk (x))
where, fk (x) is the trace polynomial for register k against which the constraint
is enforced. For example, to specify that the value in the first column of the first
row in the execution trace must be 1, we could use the following constraint:
f0 (x) − 1
x−1
Similarly, to specify that the value in the 7th row of the second column must be
987, we could use the following constraint:
f1 (x) − 987
x − ω7
3

A field is k-smooth if it contains a subgroup (multiplicative or additive) all of whose
prime divisors are at most k. For example, a prime field of size q such that q − 1 is
divisible by a large power of 2, is 2-smooth.
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For transition constraints, c(x) has the following form:
p(x) = c({f0 (x), ..., fm−1 (x)}, {f0 (x · ω), ..., fm−1 (x · ω)})
that is, c(x) is a function of all register values in two consecutive steps of a
computation. For example, the following constraint enforces that a value in the
first register of the execution trace must be incremented by 1 at every step:
f0 (x · ω) − (f0 (x) + 1)
Qn−1
i
i=0 (x − ω )
Additionally, since trace polynomials are evaluated over a multiplicative subgroup of a field, the denominator of the constraint above can be expressed succinctly, and the constraint can be re-written as:
f0 (x · ω) − (f0 (x) + 1)
xn − 1
In the sections below, we describe transition constraints using only c(x), as
the denominator for all transitions constraints is the same: (xn − 1)/(x − ω n−1 ).
This denominator specifies that transition constrains should hold on all steps of
the execution trace except for the last one. The degree of a transition constraint
is defined as deg(c(x)).
2.3

Accumulators

Accumulators are well-studied cryptographic primitives used for committing to
sets and verifying set membership and non-membership. In particular, we denote
an accumulator protocol ACC = (ACC.Setup, ACC.Eval, ACC.WitCreate, ACC.Verify)
and require it to be a secure static accumulator as defined in Definition 5 of [25].
Accumulator for Lamport+ public key. For the purpose of constructing a
Lamport+ public key, we construct ACC using a linear accumulator with minor modifications. Specifically, in a standard linear accumulator, given a random oracle H and a set of n elements S, ACC.Eval(H, S) outputs a commitment to S as H(s0 ||s1 ||...||sn−1 ) where si ∈ S. However, in our instantiation,
ACC.Eval(H, S) outputs H(s0 ||sn/2 ||s1 ||sn/2+1 ||...||sn/2−1 ||sn−1 ). We call this
construction a “zig-zag” accumulator.
This construction allows us to simplify the design of AIR for Lamport+ signature verification. Specifically, using zig-zag accumulator, we are able to absorb
public sub-keys for message bits which are 128 bits apart in a single execution
trace step. This, in turn, allows us to verify sub-keys for both message elements
in parallel, with no extra computational overhead.
Accumulator for key aggregation. In our implementation, we construct
ACC using a Merkle Tree in the standard way i.e., given a random oracle H,
each of the leaves is a binding commitment to the elements of a set S, and the
8

output of ACC.Eval(H, S) is root, the root of the Merkle tree. Correspondingly,
the output of ACC.WitCreate(H, root, x) for some x ∈ S is the Merkle Tree path
to the commitment to x and the opening to that commitment. Ultimately, this
implies that the proofs of membership for a set S are logarithmic in |S|.

3

The Lamport+ Signature Scheme

A majority of recent work focuses on stateless many-times hash-based signatures,
optimized for both short public keys and signatures. This leads to compromises
in efficiency, mainly for key generation and signing. To optimize instead, for the
blockchain context and signature aggregation using STARKs, we arrive at the
following desiderata: (1) short public keys, ideally one 32-byte hash element; (2)
small and easy to implement circuits, optimized for AIR; (3) the fewest possible
hash invocations during verification.
The size of the signature is not our primary focus, because the aim of this
work is for a powerful prover to aggregate signatures using STARKs and thus,
the sizes of the original signatures do not have a bearing on the bandwidth of the
end verifier. For this reason, for our proof-of-concept, we use a modified version
of the Winternitz one-time signature (WOTS) [32], which we call Lamport+. For
the hash function, we use Rescue, for which no quantum attacks are known and
which has a very efficient AIR, which we describe in App. A. We also note that
OTS is a powerful primitive used in building most hash-based many-time signatures. Instantiated with the Rescue hash-function, the final Lamport+ algorithm
outputs signatures of about 8KB (254 × 32B hash elements).
3.1

Formal construction

Let M be a bitstring that represents the message to be signed, G : {0, 1}∗ →
{0, 1}nG , H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}nH be two hash functions in the ROM, where nG ,
nH are the output sizes of G and H, where nH ≥ nG . Also K : ({0, 1}∗ , {0, 1}∗ ) →
{0, 1}nK be a key derivation function (KDF). The public parameters are pp =
(ppACC , G, H, K, nG , nH , nK ), where ppACC is the public key for an accumulator as described in Sec. 2 The Lamport+ construction LP = (LP.KeyGen,
LP.Sign, LP.Verify) is defined as follows:
– (priv, pub) ← LP.KeyGen(pp; r). Given the public parameters pp and randomness r as inputs, KeyGen computes the private key as priv = K(r, “privkey”).
For i ∈ [0, nG ) compute a list of tuples (pri = K(priv, i), pbi = G(pri )).
Each pbi corresponds to the sub-public-key for each the message-hash bit
mi to be signed. We derive the final public key as pub ← ACC.Eval(ppACC ,
{pb0 , . . . , pbnG −1 }) and output (priv, pub).
– sig ← LP.Sign(pp, M, priv). On inputs public parameters pp, message M and
private key priv, expand the private key to the list of tuples (pri , pbi ) similarly
to KeyGen4 . Hash the message hm = H(M ) and left-truncate it (hmtr ) to
nG − dlog(nG )e bits (thus, remove the first nH − nG + dlog(nG )e bits).
4

In practice we do not need all of the (pri , pbi ) pairs, but only those pbi required.
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Count the number of zeros on the remaining bits (this is the checksum) in
hmtr and append this number representing it with dlog(nG )e bits (we know
it fits). We call the resulted nG -sized bitstream as h0 . Compute the signature
as follows: For i ∈ [0, nG ) if h0i = 1 append pri to sig, else append pbi . Output
sig, which is a list of size nG of nG -sized elements.
– z ← LP.Verify(pp, M, pub, sig). On input the public parameters pp, the signed
message M , the public key pub and the signature sig, compute h0 similarly
to Sign and execute the following logic: x ← For i ∈ [0, nG ) if h0i = 1
append G(sigi ) to x, else append sigi . The verify algorithm outputs the bit
z ← pub == ACC.Eval(ppACC , {x0 , . . . , xnG −1 }).
The above algorithm reduces the security bits to (nG − dlog(nG )e)/2. We
could however maintain the security level at nG /2 if we used the following “mining” technique: Instead of directly using the output of H(M ), we could apply
an extra HMAC H0 : ({0, 1}∗ , {0, 1}∗ ) → {0, 1}nH , with inputs the H(M ) and a
counter c. In fact, we retry HMACing (mining) as hm = H 0 (M, ci ), for a counter
c starting from 0, until hm starts with k = nH − nG + dlog(nG )e zero bits.
Although this reduces the message space, the pre-image and collision resistance do not change, essentially like proof-of-work. The verifier could either
try the same mining technique or signers can just attach the counter c to the
signature and the verifier will verify that hm = H 0 (M, c) starts with k zero bits.
Security intuition. Buchmann et al. [18] present and prove the security of the
WOTS signature scheme. In particular, they include the definition for security of
a one-time signature as existential unforgeability under chosen message attacks
(EU-CMA), where the attacker has access to a signing oracle but makes only one
query. Under the assumption that their hash function is a PRF, they show that
a EU-CMA adversary has negligible advantage. Informally, we argue that due to
the fact that our signature scheme is a modification of the WOTS scheme, our
scheme is also EU-CMA secure in the random oracle model.
3.2

Signature verification AIR

LP.Verify procedure, as it is described above, is not particularly ”AIR-friendly”,
neither from the standpoint of circuit design complexity, nor from the standpoint
of STARK proof generation complexity. Therefore, we make several adjustments
to the original procedure to make it more AIR-friendly.
First, we set hash function G to Rescue-Prime (see App. A). In our instantiation, G accepts a sequence of 128-bit field elements as input, and outputs a
hash which is represented by a tuple of 128-bit field elements . This means that
all sub-keys pri must be tuples of valid field elements, and thus, we augment
procedure K to output tuples of field elements rather than bit strings. This naturally implies that sub-keys pbi are also represented by tuples of field elements
since pbi = G(pri ), and G outputs a tuple of field elements as mentioned above.
Second, as described above, LP.Verify accepts message M as a bit string
and reduces it to a value h0 , and then verifies the signature against this value.
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For AIR-friendly version, we need h0 to be a tuple of field elements. However,
performing this reduction inside a STARK is expensive. Thus, to minimize complexity of AIR for LP.Verify, we break it into two parts. The first part consists of
reducing M to a tuple of field elements h0 = (m0 , m1 ) and is done outside of the
ZKP circuit (this also includes computing message checksum). The second part
verifies the signature against (m0 , m1 ), and requires at most 381 invocations of
hash function G.
Alg. 1 provides a high-level description of an AIR-friendly version of LP.Verify
procedure. The algorithm receives pre-processed message (m0 , m1 ) and a public
key pub (which is also represented by a tuple of field elements) as public inputs.
The signature, as well as arrays with binary decompositions of m0 and m1 in
little-endian byte order, are passed in as a private witness.
With each iteration of the loop, the algorithm consumes two bits from the
message bit arrays (one bit from m0 bits and another bit from m1 bits), accumulates these bits in accumulators m0 acc and m1 acc, and based on the values of
these bits, updates public key accumulator pub acc. Specifically, when a message
bit at position i is one, hash(sigi ) is added to the accumulator; otherwise, sigi
is added to the accumulator.
The program outputs true, iff values of all accumulators are equal to the
corresponding values passed in via public inputs. This ensures that signature
verification passes only if a valid signature over the message represented by
(m0 , m1 ) was passed in via the private witness.

Algorithm 1 AIR-friendly variant of LP.Verify
inputs: m0 , m1 , pub
witness: m0 bits[], m1 bits[], sig[]
m0 acc ← 0, m1 acc ← 0
pub acc ← new hasher()
for i in 0..128 do
m0 acc ← m0 acc + m0 bits[i] ∗ 2i
m1 acc ← m1 acc + m1 bits[i] ∗ 2i
if m0 bits[i] == 1 then
pub acc ← pub acc.update(hash(sig[i]))
else
pub acc ← pub acc.update(sig[i])
end if
if m1 bits[i] == 1 then
pub acc ← pub acc.update(hash(sig[i + 128]))
else
pub acc ← pub acc.update(sig[i + 128])
end if
end for
pub acc ← pub acc.f inalize()
return m0 == m0 acc && m1 == m1 acc && pub = pub acc
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In our implementation, AIR for the program described in Alg. 1 works over
an execution trace of 22 registers and 1024 steps. The highest degree of transition
constraints is 6. The registers are grouped into three logical groups:
1. Message accumulators: 4 registers for computing m0 acc and m1 acc values.
2. Signature element hashing: 12 registers for computing has(sigi ). Here, we
use 12 registers because we hash two signature elements in parallel: sigi and
sigi+128 for all i ∈ {0..128}, and each hash requires 6 registers to compute.
3. Public key accumulator : 6 registers for computing the value of pub acc.
Each of these groups and corresponding transition constraints are described in
detail in the following sections.
The length of the execution trace is 1024 steps because for every consumed
pair of message bits, we compute hashes of corresponding signature elements.
As described in App. A, in our implementation, the AIR for a single invocation
Rescue-Prime hash function requires an execution trace of 8 steps long. Thus,
for each pair of message bits we need to add 8 steps to the execution trace, and
since the total number of bit pairs is 128, we arrive at 1024 total steps.
Our AIR also relies on several periodic columns, two of which are of particular
importance:
– Column mh encodes a pattern of values which specifies that every 8th step,
starting with step 7, mh = 1. For all other steps mh = 0. This column is
used to simulate rudimentary control flow.
– Column mp contains increasing powers of two incremented every 8 steps. For
example, for the first 8 steps, mp = 20 , for the following 8 steps, mp = 21 ,
for the following 8 steps mp = 22 etc. This column is used by message
accumulators.
A simplified schematic of a trace for verifying a signature over a 6-bit message
is shown in Fig. 1.
Message accumulators. Registers {r0 , .., r3 } bind the execution trace to the
message over which the signature is being verified. Recall that in our case, a
message is represented by two elements in a 128-bit field: m0 and m1 . Registers
r2 and r3 contain binary decompositions of m0 and m1 respectively, in littleendian byte order such that new bits are inserted into the registers every 8
steps. Registers r0 and r1 contain accumulated values of m0 and m1 at a given
step of the execution trace, such that by the end of the trace, r0 = m0 and
r1 = m1 .
The accumulation is performed as follows: on every 8th step of the computation, the value of register r2 is multiplied by the value of mp , which contains
powers of two incremented every 8 steps as described previously. The result is
then added into the register r0 . The same computation is applied to registers r1
and r3 . We perform these computations on every 8th step because intermediate
steps are needed for Rescue hash computations in other registers, and all registers must have the same number of steps. This effectively ”wastes” most of the
12

Fig. 1: A trace table for Lamport+ signature verification over a 6-bit message:
011101. Only the first and the last steps in an 8-step cycle are shown. In this
example, m0 = 011 and m1 = 101.

cells in registers r0 , r1 , r2 , and r3 , however, this is a small penalty to pay for the
simplicity of resulting AIR.
Denoting ri to be the value of register i at the current step of the computation, and ri0 to be the value of register i at the next step of the computation,
transition constraints for registers {r0 , .., r3 } are defined as follows:
r22 − r2 = 0

(1)

r32

− r3 = 0

(2)

r00

− (r0 + mh · mp · r2 ) = 0

(3)

r10

− (r1 + mh · mp · r3 ) = 0

(4)

The first two constraints enforce that values in registers r2 and r3 must be binary
(0 or 1). Constraint (3) enforces that when mh = 1 (which happens on every 8th
step), the current value of r2 is accumulated into r0 , otherwise, the value of r0
remains the same. Constraint (4) does the same for registers r1 and r3 .
Signature element hashing. Registers {r4 , .., r9 } and {r10 , .., r15 } are used
to hash signature elements corresponding to 1 bits of the message (the pri elements). Registers {r4 , .., r9 } do this for elements corresponding to bits 0...127 of
the message, while registers {r10 , .., r15 } do this for elements corresponding to
bits 128...254.
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The hashing is performed as follows: on every 8th step of the execution trace,
starting with step 0, if the corresponding message bit is 1, a new signature
element is copied into registers {r4 , r5 } and {r10 , r11 }, and all other registers
are set to zeros. If message bit is 0, zeros are inserted into all registers, though
this will not be enforced via constraints. On all other steps, Rescue-Prime round
function is applied. The effect of this is that on the last step of each 8-step
cycle, registers {r4 , r5 } and {r10 , r11 } will contain pbi = G(pri ), iff corresponding
message bits were set to 1.
Using ri and ri0 notation as in the previous section, and denoting resci to be
a function which computes transition constraints for a single round for RescueXLIX permutation for hash state element i, we define transition constraints for
registers {r4 , .., r15 } as follows:
(1 − mh ) · resc0 (r4 , r40 ) = 0
(1 − mh ) ·
mh ·

r60

resc1 (r5 , r50 )

+ (1 − mh ) ·

(5)

=0

resc2 (r6 , r60 )

(6)
=0

(7)

mh · r70 + (1 − mh ) · resc3 (r7 , r70 ) = 0

(8)

mh ·

r80

mh ·

r90

+ (1 − mh ) ·

resc4 (r8 , r80 )

=0

(9)

+ (1 − mh ) ·

resc5 (r9 , r90 )

=0

(10)

0
(1 − mh ) · resc0 (r10 , r10
)=0

(1 − mh ) ·
mh ·

0
r12

0
resc1 (r11 , r11
)

+ (1 − mh ) ·

(11)

=0

0
resc2 (r12 , r12
)

(12)
=0

(13)

0
0
mh · r13
+ (1 − mh ) · resc3 (r13 , r13
)=0

(14)

mh ·

0
r14

mh ·

0
r15

+ (1 − mh ) ·

0
resc4 (r14 , r14
)

=0

(15)

+ (1 − mh ) ·

0
resc5 (r15 , r15
)

=0

(16)

Constraints (5), (6), (11), (12) enforce that Rescue-XLIX round function is applied to registers r4 , .., r11 whenever mh = 0, but don’t place any constraints on
these registers when mh = 1. The remaining constraints also enforce that RescueXLIX round function is applied to the corresponding registers when mh = 0, but
in addition specify that these registers should be set to zeros when mh = 1.
Public key accumulator. Registers {r16 , .., r21 } are used to accumulate pbi
elements into Lamport+ public key. The methodology is similar to the one used
to hash private key elements described in the previous section, except for the
following differences:
– The capacity portion of the state (registers r20 and r21 ) is not reset on every
8th step. Instead, values of these registers are copied over to the next step
when mh = 1. This means that every new set of pbi elements is absorbed
into the sponge, and and a single result is squeezed out of the sponge on the
last step of the computation.
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– On every 8th step, if message bits are 1 (registers r2 and r3 ), hashes of the
corresponding pri elements (register r4 , r5 , and r10 , r11 ) must be equal to
the pbi elements (register r16 , r17 , and r18 , r19 ) absorbed into the sponge of
the public key hash.
This last set of constraints ties together different parts of the execution trace
in such a way that trying to insert invalid values in one of the parts will invalidate
constraints in another part.
Using the notations defined in the prior sections, we define transition constraints for registers {r16 , .., r21 } as follows:
0
0
mh · r2 · (r16
− r4 ) + (1 − mh ) · resc0 (r16 , r16
)=0

(17)

0
0
mh · r2 · (r17
− r5 ) + (1 − mh ) · resc1 (r17 , r17
)=0

(18)

0
0
mh · r3 · (r18
− r10 ) + (1 − mh ) · resc2 (r18 , r18
)=0

(19)

0
0
mh · r3 · (r19
− r11 ) + (1 − mh ) · resc3 (r19 , r19
)=0

(20)

0
0
mh · (r20
− r20 ) + (1 − mh ) · resc4 (r20 , r20
)=0

(21)

0
0
mh · (r21
− r21 ) + (1 − mh ) · resc5 (r21 , r21
)=0

(22)

Boundary constraints. In addition to the transition constraints described
above, we also define the following boundary constraints for the computation:
1. Values in all registers except for registers r2 , r3 , r4 , r5 , r10 , r11 must be equal
to zeros at the first step of the computation (s0 ).
2. Values in registers r0 and r1 must be equal to message values m0 and m1 at
step s1023 (the last step of the computation).
3. Values in registers r16 and r17 at step s1023 must be equal to the values of
the public key pub which was used to sign the message.

4

Aggregate Signatures

In this section, we describe our aggregate signature scheme. Our scheme is noninteractive: any party can collect Lamport+ signatures over unrelated messages
signed individually by different parties and compress them into a single aggregate signature. The aggregate signature size is logarithmic in the number of
individual signatures. The signature is fast to verify, but the aggregation procedure may require significant time and/or processing power (see evaluation of
concrete results in Sec. 6).
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4.1

Formal construction

Given M = (M1 , ..., Mn ), a tuple of n messages, P K = (pk1 , ..., pkn ), a tuple of Lamport+ public keys and Σ = (σ1 , ..., σn ), a tuple of Lamport+ signatures, let LP.pp := a set of public parameters for LP defined in Sec. 3. We define
Progverif−agg ((n, M, P K, LP.pp), Σ):
1. verif ← 1
2. For i in 1...n:
verif ← LP.Verify(LP.pp, Mi , pki , σi ) ∗ verif
3. Output verif.
Now, we can augment LP with the additional operations LP.AggSig and
LP.AggSigVerify, given public parameters, pp = (LP.pp, STARK.pp), where LP.pp
and STARK.pp ← STARK.Setup(1λ , Progverif−agg ) are the public parameters for
Lamport+ and STARK respectively. Note that given the sets of public parameters
LP.pp and STARK.pp, any party can call LP.AggSig.
– AggSig ← LP.AggSig(LP.pp, n, M, P K, Σ): Given public parameters, LP.pp,
integer n, messages M = (M1 , ..., Mn ), public keys P K = (pk1 , ..., pkn ) and
signatures Σ = (σ1 , ..., σn ), let stmt := (n, M, P K, LP.pp) and w = Σ and
return STARK.Prove(STARK.pp, stmt, w).
– b ← LP.AggSigVerify(pp, n, M, P K, AggSig): On inputs integer n, messages
M = (M1 , ..., Mn ), public keys P K = (pk1 , ..., pkn ), aggregated signature
AggSig and public parameters pp = (LP.pp, STARK.pp), stmt ← (n, M, P K,
LP.pp). Output b ← STARK.Verify(STARK.pp, stmt, AggSig).
4.2

Security intuition

We define the security of aggregate signatures in the aggregate chosen-key security model akin to [13], but with the adversary being permitted only one signing
oracle query. Define GameAggSig
(A, N, qH ), as follows, where H is the hash funcH
tion used in the signature scheme:
Setup. pp is the set of public parameters for the signature scheme. The adversary A, is provided with a public key pk1 chosen at random and pp.
Query. A makes at most qH queries to H and requests a signature on a message
M ∗ of its choice, that verifies with pk1 .
Response. A outputs N − 1 distinct public keys pk2 , ..., pkN and a tuple of
messages M = (M1 , ..., MN ), where M1 6= M ∗ and an aggregated signature σ.
Output. Output the bit output by AggSigVerify(pp, N, M, (pk1 , ..., pkN ), σ).
Finally, we define the advantage Advaggsig
A,H (N, qH ) of A as the probability that
GameAggSig
(A, N, qH ) outputs 1. We say that an one-time aggregate signature
H
scheme is secure if, for any efficient adversary A, Advaggsig
A,H (N, qH ) ≤ , where  is
negligible in the security parameter.
Recall that we assume the scheme STARK to satisfy knowledge extractability and the single message signing scheme LP to satisfy existential unforgeability as described in Sec. 3. Informally, this means that for any STARK.pp,
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where STARK.pp ← STARK.Setup(1λ , Progverif−agg ), there exists an extractor
E, such that for every π, stmt = (N, M, (pk1 , ..., pkN ), LP.pp) such that 1 ←
STARK.Verify(STARK.pp, π, stmt), with overwhelming probability, E can extract
a witness w = (σ1 , ..., σN ) such that 1 ← LP.Verify(LP.pp, Mi , pki , σi ) for each
i ∈ [N ]. Hence, if there exists A such that Advaggsig
A,H (n)(N, qH ) ≥  for a nonEU-CMA
negligible , an EU-CMA adversary A
can run A and E to generate a
signature σ on a message m that it has never queried. Therefore, the knowledge
extractability of STARK and the EU-CMA security of LP guarantees the security
of the augmented Lamport+ scheme for aggregate signatures.
4.3

Aggregate signature verification AIR

The AIR for program Progverif−agg is very similar to the AIR of a single Lamport+
signature verification program described in Sec. 3.2. Specifically, we can concatenate execution traces of individual signatures (as shown in Fig. 2 for a twosignature case), and keep all constraints virtually unchanged. Thus, aggregating
n signatures would require an execution trace of 22 registers and 1024·dne steps.
where dne is the number of signatures rounded to the next power of two. The
adjustments we need to make transition and boundary constraints are described
in the sections below.
Transition constraint adjustments. First, we need to ensure that transition
constraints are not enforced on steps between the signatures (e.g. between steps
1023 and 1024). To do this, we introduce a new periodic column ms , which
contains a cycle of 1024 values comprised of 1023 zeros followed by 1 one. We
then multiply all transition constraints by the expression (1 − ms ), which has
the effect of enforcing all constraints on steps where ms 6= 1, but ignored them
on steps where ms = 1. This also has the effect of increasing the degree of
transition constraints by one, and, thus, the maximum constraint degree of AIR
for Progverif−agg program is 7.
Boundary constraint adjustments. Second, we need to place boundary constraints at the end of each signature cycle to ensure that messages (registers r2
and r3 ) and public keys (registers r16 and r17 ) at the end of each signature verification trace are indeed equal to the expected values. Such constraints would
have the following form:

(x −

ω 1023 )

f (x) − b(x)
· (x − ω 2047 )...(x − ω (1024·n−1) )

where: ω is the generator of the trace domain, f (x) is a trace polynomial,
and b(x) is the boundary polynomial. For example, for register r2 , f (ω i ) = r2 [i]
for all i ∈ {0..n · 1024}, and b(ω (1024·i−1) ) = mi,0 for all i ∈ {0..n}.
It should be noted that this constraint cannot be evaluated succinctly by the
verifier as complexities b(x) and the denominator of the constraint are linear in
the number of signatures. However, there are two mitigating circumstances.
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Fig. 2: A trace table for verification of two Lamport+ signatures.

First, because STARK domains are multiplicative subgroups of size equal to
a power of two, and we enforce the constraints at intervals equal to powers of
two, the denominator has a succinct form and the constraint can be written as:
f (x) − b(x)
xn − ω (n+1023)
Second, and for the same reasons, the verifier can obtain b(x) polynomial
using FFT-based interpolation. Even though such interpolation has complexity
O(n log n), in practice it can be performed very quickly. For example, for n =
8192, interpolating b(x) takes less than 0.5ms on a single CPU core. Thus, when
aggregating fewer than 10,000 signatures, time needed to evaluate this constraint
will be under 2ms, which has only a minor impact on the overall proof verification
time. Even for n > 100, 000 the proofs can be verified in under 50 ms, however,
for such large number of signatures, verification of this constraint will dominate
the overall proof verification time.

5

Threshold Signatures

This section describes our threshold signature scheme. Signature sizes in our
scheme are logarithmic in the total number of signers. The threshold signature is
fast to verify but the aggregation procedure may require significant time and/or
processing power (see evaluation of concrete results in Sec. 6).
Informally, to generate a t-of-n threshold signature over message M , n signers send their Lamport+ public keys to an aggregator. The aggregator, then,
distributes M to all signers. The signers sign M with their individual private
keys, and send their signatures back to the aggregator. Once the aggregator receives t signatures, they compute a STARK proof attesting that they verified
t distinct signatures over M , and that signers of all signatures belong to the
18

original set of signers. This proof then, serves as the threshold signature of n
signers over M .
It should be noted that our threshold signatures provide only weak anonymity.
That is, for different subsets of t signers, resulting threshold signatures will not
be identical. The latter means that anyone with access to all t individual signatures can determine the set of signers included in the threshold signature.
5.1

Formal construction

To construct threshold signatures, we introduce three additional operations to
LP: LP.AggregatePublicKeys, LP.ThresholdSigAgg and LP.ThresholdSigVerify. As
in Sec. 4.1, we let LP.pp be a set of Lamport+ public parameters, including
the parameters for an accumulator ACC. Given an integer n and a set S =
{pk1 , ..., pkn }, we define
– P K ← LP.AggregatePublicKeys(LP.pp, n, S): Let accS ← ACC.Eval(ACC.pp, S)
and output accS as the aggregated public key P K.
0
Given a threshold t and a set P K 0 ⊆ S, and P K 0 = (pk10 , ..., pk|P
K 0 | ) such that
0
|P K | ≥ t, a message M , a tuple of accumulator witnesses Wit = (wit1 , ..., wit|P K 0 | )
and a tuple of signatures Σ = (σ1 , ..., σ|P K 0 | ) on M we define the program
Progverif−threshold ((n, t, P K, M ), (P K 0 , Wit, Σ)) as follows:

1. verif ← 0
2. For i in 1...|P K 0 |:
signature verif ← LP.Verify(LP.pp, M, pki0 , σi )
acc verif ← ACC.Verify(ACC.pp, P K, witi , pki0 )
verif ← verif + (signature verif ∗ acc verif)
3. Output verif ≥ t.
Given the parameters M, n, t, LP.pp, ACC.pp, an aggregated public key P K and
sets P K 0 , Σ, as above and STARK.pp ← STARK.Setup(1λ , Progverif−threshold ):
– ThresholdSig ← LP.ThresholdSigAgg(LP.pp, n, t, M, P K, P K 0 , Σ): First, get
witi ← ACC.WitCreate(ACC.pp, P K, pki0 ), set Wit ← {wit1 , ..., wit|P K 0 | }, then
set stmt ← (n, t, P K, M ) and w ← (P K 0 , Wit, Σ). Finally, output
STARK.Prove( STARK.pp, stmt, w).
– b ← LP.ThresholdSigVerify(LP.pp, n, t, P K, M, ThresholdSig): Let stmt ← (n, t,
P K, n) and return b ← STARK.Verify(LP.pp, stmt, ThresholdSig).
5.2

Security intuition

We modify the game from Sec. 4.2, to define the following game, GameThresholdSig
(A,
H
N, t, qH ), where H is the hash function used in the signature scheme:
Setup. pp is the set of public parameters for the signature scheme. The adversary A, is provided with public keys pk1 , ..., pkn−t chosen at random and pp.
Query. A makes at most qH queries to H and makes a single query to the signing
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oracle for each pki on message M ∗ of its choice.
Key Aggregation. A outputs t distinct public keys pkN −t+1 , ..., pkN . Let
S = {pk1 , ..., pkN } and P K ← AggregatePublicKeys(pp, N, S).
Response. A outputs a message M 6= M ∗ , and an aggregated signature σ.
Output. Output ThresholdSigVerify(pp, N, t, P K, M, (pk1 , ..., pkN ), σ). Define
the advantage Advthresholdsig
(N, t, qH ) of A as the probability that GameThresholdSig
A,H
H
(A, N, t, qH ) outputs 1. We say that a one-time threshold signature scheme is
secure if, for any efficient adversary A, Advthresholdsig
(N, t, qH ) ≤ , where  is
A,H
negligible in the security parameter.
Assuming the security of the accumulator in our scheme above implies that
no adversary can generate witnesses to elements not committed to in the accumulator with non-negligible probability. Given the security of the accumulator,
knowledge extractability of STARK and EU-CMA security of LP, the security
of the threshold signature aggregation scheme above follows by an argument
analogous to the one outlined in Sec. 4.2.
5.3

Threshold signature verification AIR

The AIR for program Progverif−threshold is similar to the AIR for aggregate signature verification program described in Sec. 4.3, but also requires additional
logic for verifying that all individual signatures belong to the members of S. We
do this by verifying that public keys for the signatures are leaves in the Merkle
tree defined by P K. The AIR for Merkle path verification program described in
App. B.
In our implementation, AIR for Progverif−threshold program works over an execution trace of 28 registers, and requires 1024 · n steps, where n is the total
number of signers in the threshold group rounded to the next power of two. For
example, if the total number of signers is 7, the execution trace will be 8192 steps
long, regardless of the number of individual signatures verified. This means that
programs for 1-out-of-7 and 6-out-of-7 signatures will result in execution traces
of exactly the same length (8192 steps). A simplified schematic of an execution
trace for a 2-out-of-3 signature is shown in Fig. 3. The components of the trace
and associated constraints are described in the following sections.
Signature verification. Registers {r0 , ..., r17 } are used to verify individual
Lamport+ signatures in a manner similar to the aggregate signature verification
AIR, with the following differences:
– Instead of n distinct messages only a single message M is provided to the
program as a public input. Thus, the first 4 registers of Lamport+ signature
verification trace are replaced with two periodic columns: m0 and m1 . These
columns will contain binary decomposition of the tuple of field elements
describing M .
– Boundary constraints against public key registers (r12 and r13 ) are removed
as ensuring that signature verification trace resolves to a valid public key is
enforced by a set of transition constraints described further in this section.
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Fig. 3: Threshold signature verification trace for n = 3.

– When a signature from a specific signer is missing, a null signature is inserted in its place. This has no impact on the constraint system as validity
of null signatures is not enforced.
Merkle path verification. Registers {r18 , .., r25 } are used to verify that all
individual public keys against which the signatures are verified are present in
the Merkle tree with the root equal to the aggregate public key of all signers.
AIR for this registers is almost identical to Merkle path verification program
described in App. B, except for the following differences:
– Additional boundary constraints are placed against leaf indexes to ensure
that all Merkle paths in the tree are verified. The order of indexes is offset
by −1. Thus, a Merkle path for the last leaf is verified first, then Merkle
path for the first leaf, second leaf etc. This arrangement allows for output
values of the signature verification segment to align with input values for
Merkle path verification segment, and simplifies transition constraint definitions described further in this section.
– The above arrangement also dictates that the last leaf in the Merkle tree of
the aggregated public key should always be a zero key. Thus, we also impose
boundary constraints enforcing that values in registers r18 and r19 at step 0
are set to zero.
Signature counter. Registers r26 and r27 are used to count the number of
verified signatures. Specifically, the value of register r26 is set to one at the end
of each 1024 step cycle (i.e. on steps 1023, 2047 etc.) iff the signature verified in
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this cycle is valid. If the signature is not valid (i.e., it is a null signature), r26 is
set to zero.
Register r27 is used as the actual counter. It is initialized to zero, and its
value is incremented whenever value of register r26 = 1. Thus, by the end of the
execution trace, the value of register r27 will be equal to the number of valid
signatures.
Denoting ri to be the value of register i at the current step of the computation, and ri0 to be the value of register i at the next step of the computation,
transition constraints for registers r26 and r27 are defined as follows:
2
r26
− r26 = 0

(1)

0
r27
− (r27 + ms · r26 ) = 0

(2)

0
ms · r26 · (r18
− r12 ) = 0

(3)

0
ms · r26 · (r19
− r13 ) = 0

(4)

where, ms is periodic column identical to the one described in Sec. 4.3 - i.e. a
cycle of 1024 values comprised of 1023 zeros followed by 1 one.
The first constraint above enforces that values in r26 must be binary, while
the second constraint enforces that value of r27 is incremented only if r26 = 1
and we are at the end of a signature verification cycle (i.e. ms = 1). The other
two constraints tie the signature verification and the Merkle path verification
segments together. They enforce that whenever we are at the end of a signature
verification cycle and r26 = 1, the public key resulting from signature verification
trace (registers r12 and r13 ) must be equal to the leaf of the Merkle path at the
corresponding index (registers r18 and r19 ). Thus, r26 can be set to one iff the
prover indeed has a valid signature for the individual public key at the respective
index.
Boundary constraints. In addition to the boundary constraints required for
signature verification and Merkle path verification segments discussed previously,
we also need to impose boundary constraints against the signature counter.
Specifically, we enforce the following additional constraints:
1. Value in register r27 at step 0 must be set to zero.
2. Value in register r27 at the last step must be equal to the expected number
of valid signatures.
Thurs, after verifying the proof, the verifier will learn the total number of
valid signatures known to the prover. The verifier can then compute the ratio of
valid signatures to the total number of signers and check if the resulting value
meets the required threshold. This computation is done outside of the circuit to
reduce circuit complexity.
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6

Evaluation

To evaluate concrete performance of our signature schemes, we implemented
the following components using Rust programming language: (1) the Rescue
hash function, (2) Lamport+ signature scheme, (3) a generic STARK prover and
verifier, and (4) the AIRs for our aggregate and threshold signature schemes.
Our implementation of STARK prover supports multi-threaded proof generation,
but does not make use of any advanced CPU instructions, leaving room for
optimizations in future work. We ran benchmarks on an 8-core Intel Core i9
processor @ 2.4 GHz with 32 GB of RAM.
6.1

Rescue and Lamport+

Our implementation of Rescue-Prime hash function achieves about 15,000 hashes
per second on a single CPU core when hashing values up to 64 bytes long.
This is approximately two orders of magnitude slower than for such widely used
hash functions as SHA2/3 or BLAKE2/3. However, this slowdown is expected,
given that modern CPUs are not optimized for prime field arithmetic. Even with
existing hardware, we believe that this performance can be improved 5x-6x, by
instantiating Rescue with different parameters (e.g. smaller field) and optimizing
underlying field operations.
Performance of Rescue translates directly into performance of Lamport+ signature scheme which is shown in Table 2. Since Lamport+ is an OTS, key generation time is lumped in with signing time. For verification time we show average
time, with the worse case time being 30 ms.
It should be noted that if Lamport+ is instantiated with a fast hash function
such as BLAKE3, it becomes extremely fast, with a single CPU core capable of
verifying almost 45,000 signatures/sec.
Private key
size

Public key
size

16 KB

32 bytes

Signature size Signing time
8 KB

30 ms

Verification
time
20 ms

Table 2: Performance of Lamport+ signature scheme instantiated with RescuePrime hash function. Private key can be generated from a single 32-byte seed.
6.2

Signature aggregation

The concrete performance of our signature schemes is shown in Table 3. To
benchmark STARK proof generation at different security levels, we vary the
number of queries included in a STARK proof (see Sec. 2.1). We compare our
schemes to other signature schemes in Table 4.
Aggregate and threshold signature verification times are between 3 ms and 10
ms. As explained in Sec. 4.3, verification time is linear in the number of individual
signatures. However, practical impact of this linear complexity is negligible when
verifying an aggregation of fewer than 10, 000 signatures.
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As can be seen from Table 3, a large number of signatures may take significant
time to aggregate. However, STARK proof generation is massively parallelizable,
and prover time may be reduced significantly by utilizing more powerful hardware. For example, aggregating 1024 signatures at 96-bit security level can be
completed in 3.9 seconds on a 64-core machine (vs. 19.7 seconds on an 8-core
machine).

n

Prover
Time

96-bit security
Prover Signature
RAM
Size

Aggregate signatures
128
2.5 sec
256
5.1 sec
512
10.5 sec
19.7 sec
1024
Threshold signatures
127
2.9 sec
255
6.1 sec
511
12.6 sec
1023
25.8 sec

123-bit security
Prover
Prover Signature
time
RAM
Size

0.9
1.8
3.7
7.4

GB
GB
GB
GB

68
71
77
83

KB
KB
KB
KB

3.2 sec
6.7 sec
13.6 sec
25.7 sec

1.2
2.4
4.8
9.5

GB
GB
GB
GB

129
140
155
165

KB
KB
KB
KB

1.0
1.9
3.9
7.8

GB
GB
GB
GB

69
74
80
86

KB
KB
KB
KB

3.8 sec
7.7 sec
15.6 sec
32.4 sec

1.3 GB
2.6 GB
5.1 GB
10.0 GB

136
146
159
170

KB
KB
KB
KB

Table 3: Performance for our implementations at various parameters.
Moreover, with additional optimizations to the underlying field operations
and utilizing a 64-bit field as the base field for the STARK protocol, we believe
that a further 4x - 5x reduction in prover time is achievable. Thus, it may be
possible to aggregate 1000+ signatures in under a second on a 64-core machine
such as Azure HB120-64rs v3.
Scheme
Ed25519
BLS12-381
WOTS (w = 16)
Sphincs+ -128s
Falcon-512
Dilithium3
MMSAT-128
This work

PQ-Secure

Public Key
Size

Individual
Sig. Size

Aggregated
Sig. Size

No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

32 B
48 B
32 B
32 B
897 B
1.9 KB
4.2 KB
32 B

64 B
96 B
2.14 KB
8 KB
618 B
3.3 KB
3 KB
8 KB

62.5 KB*
96 B
2.09 MB*
7.8 MB*
603 KB*
3.2 MB*
36 KB
165 KB

Table 4: Comparison of various schemes, and their aggregation over 1000 signatures. 128-bit security is assumed, but for certain schemes the practical security
level is slightly less than 128-bits. Schemes that do not support aggregation are
marked with ‘*’, in which case we assume concatenating individual signatures.
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It should be noted that the comparison in Table 4 is not entirely “apples-toapples”, since our schemes are OTS, while other schemes (with the exception of
WOTS5 ) support a practically unlimited number of signatures. Nevertheless, this
comparison is informative as transforming our scheme to a many-times signature
scheme should have relatively minor impact on the resulting signature sizes.
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A

Rescue Hash Function

Selection of a hash function for the hash-based signature scheme is critical as
it directly impacts design complexity and prover performance. To be efficient
within a STARK, a hash function must have simple algebraic representation,
and unfortunately, traditional hash functions such as SHA and BLAKE do not
fit the bill. This is primarily because these hash functions make extensive use of
bit operations (e.g. XOR, bit shifts) which are cheap in modern CPUs, but are
very expensive within STARKs and other ZKP systems.
To address these shortcomings a number of arithmetization-friendly hash
functions have been developed recently [3,31,2]. These new constructions are
several orders of magnitude more efficient inside ZKP circuits as compared to
their traditional analogues [9]. The main drawbacks of these new constructions
is their relative recency, and poor performance outside of ZKP circuits.
For our aggregated signature schemes we have selected Rescue-Prime hash
function [5], primarily for simplicity of its AIR. Rescue-Prime employs RescueXLIX permutation in a sponge construction to hash strings of arbitrary lengths.
Each permutation consists of a number of rounds operating over a state of m field
elements. As illustrated on Fig. 4, a single round of Rescue-XLIX permutation
consists of the following steps:
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–
–
–
–
–
–

Apply the power map to each element of the state.
Apply the MDS matrix to the state, through matrix-vector multiplication.
Add the next m round constants into the state.
Apply the inverse power map to each element of the state.
Apply the MDS matrix to the state, through matrix-vector multiplication.
Add the next m round constants into the state.

Fig. 4: Round i of Rescue Prime permutation with m = 3.

Denoting the state before the round function is applied by S, and the state
resulting from the application of the round function by S 0 , we can describe a
single Rescue-XLIX permutation round by the following AIR constraints:
m
X
j=1

m
X
M [i, j](S[j] + C2im [j] ) − (
M −1 [i, j](S 0 [j] − C2im [m + j]))α |i ∈ [m]
α

α

j=1

The above expression evaluates to 0 for all i, if and only if S 0 state results from
applying a single round of Rescue-XLIX permutation to state S. It is important
to note that we connect S and S 0 from the middle of the round, and therefore we
can replace the inverse power map with a simple power map. Thus, the degree
of these constraints is α.
For our specific instantiation of Rescue-Prime we selected a 128-bit prime
field, and set m = 6 and α = 5. We also set the number of rounds to 7 to target
128-bit PQ-security against pre-image, second pre-image and collision attacks
with an additional 40% security margin. The 40% margin was selected to make
the number of rounds be one less than a power of two, which simplifies AIR
design for the overall system.
With the above parameters, to hash a 512-bit value into a 256-bit value,
we can use a trace table of 6 registers wide and 8 steps long (see Fig. 5). At
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the initial step S0 , we populate the rate portion of the state (registers m0 ..m3 ),
with the value to be hashed, and set the capacity portion of the state (registers
m4 , m5 ) to 0. We then apply Rescue-XLIX round function 7 times, each time
recording the state of the sponge in a separate row. At step S7 , the permutation
is complete, and the hashed value can be read from registers m0 and m1 .

Fig. 5: A trace table for one invocation of Rescue-XLIX permutation (7 rounds).

B

Merkle path verification AIR

We define Merkle path verification procedure merkle path as a procedure which
takes two parameters: an index of a leaf in a Merkle tree and a Merkle path
to the leaf at the specified index, and outputs the root of the Merkle tree as
described in Alg. 2.
Algorithm 2 merkle path procedure
inputs: index, path[]
r ← hash(path[0], 0)
for i in 1..path.length do
if get bit(index, i − 1) == 0 then
r ← hash(r, path[i])
else
r ← hash(path[i], r)
end if
end for
return r

An AIR-friendly variant of merkle path has the following differences from the
generic procedure:
– Leaf index is passed into the procedure as a private witness in the form of a
bit vector (in little-endian order) and the procedure outputs the index value
as a single element.
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– In our context, nodes of a Merkle tree are represented by tuples of elements
in a 128-bit field. Thus, Merkle path is passed into the procedure as two
arrays each containing a single element of a tuple at a corresponding index.
– We use Rescue-Prime as the hash function (see App. A), which operates over
a state of 6 field elements and requires 7 rounds to compute a hash. After 7
rounds are applied to the state, the resulting hash is located in elements 0
and 1 of the state.
In our implementation, AIR for Merkle path verification works over an execution trace of 8 registers and 8 ∗ n steps, where n is the depth of the Merkle
tree. A simplified schematic of a trace for n = 3 is shown in Fig. 6.
Out of 8 registers, 6 are used for hash computations, and the remaining two
are used to bind the execution trace to a leaf index. We also rely on two periodic
columns mh and mp which are identical to the columns described in Sec. 3.2.

Fig. 6: Execution trace for merkle path procedure for n = 3 and index = 3.

B.1

Index accumulator

Registers r0 and r1 are used to bind the execution trace to a leaf index. Register
r1 contains binary decomposition of the leaf index in little-endian byte order,
while register r0 contains accumulated value of the index at a given step of the
trace, such that at the end of the trace, r0 contains the full value of the index.
Denoting ri to be the value of register i at the current step of the computation, and ri0 to be the value of register i at the next step of the computation,
transition constraints for registers r0 and r1 are defined as follows:
r12 − r1 = 0
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(1)

r00 − r0 − r1 · mh · mp = 0

(2)

The first constraint enforces that values in register r1 must be binary (0 or
1). The second constraint enforces that on every 8th step (i..e when mh = 1),
the next bit of the index is accumulated into register r0 . Otherwise, the value of
r0 is copied over to the next step unchanged.
B.2

Node hashing

Registers {r2 , ..., r7 } are used to compute hashes of nodes in the Merkle path.
The hashing is performed as follows: on every 8th step of the execution trace,
starting with step 7 (i.e. when mh = 1), when the index bit is 1 (i.e. when
r1 = 1) values from registers {r2 , r3 } are moved into registers {r4 , r5 }, and
the values corresponding to the next node in the Merkle path are inserted into
registers {r2 , r3 }. However, when r1 = 0, the next node in the path is inserted
into registers {r4 , r5 }, while values of registers {r2 , r3 } are copied over to the
next step. On all other steps (i.e. when mh = 0), Rescue-Prime round function
is applied.
The effect of the above logic is that depending on the value of the index bit,
we compute either hash({r2 , r3 }, {r4 , r5 }) or hash({r4 , r5 }, {r2 , r3 }) in registers
{r2 , ..., r7 }, and by the end of the execution trace, registers {r2 , r3 } will contain
the root of the Merkle tree implied by the path and the index parameters.
Using ri and ri0 notation as in the previous section, and denoting resci to be
a function which computes transition constraints for a single round for RescueXLIX permutation for hash state element i, we define transition constraints for
registers {r2 , .., r7 } as follows:
mh · (r20 − r1 · r4 − (1 − r1 ) · r2 ) + (1 − mh ) · resc0 (r2 , r20 ) = 0
mh ·
mh ·
mh ·

(r30
(r40
(r50

− r1 · r5 − (1 − r1 ) · r3 ) + (1 − mh ) ·
− r1 · r2 − (1 − r1 ) · r4 ) + (1 − mh ) ·
− r1 · r3 − (1 − r1 ) · r5 ) + (1 − mh ) ·
mh ∗
mh ∗

r60
r70

+ (1 − mh ) ∗
+ (1 − mh ) ∗

resc1 (r3 , r30 )
resc2 (r4 , r40 )
resc3 (r5 , r50 )

resc4 (r6 , r60 )
resc5 (r7 , r70 )

(3)

=0

(4)

=0

(5)

=0

(6)

=0

(7)

=0

(8)

In addition to the logic described previously, constraints (7) and (8) also
enforce that when mh = 1, the capacity portion of the hash state (registers r6
and r7 ) must be cleared, to prepare the state for the next round of hashing.
B.3

Boundary constraints

In addition to the transition constraints described above, for Merkle path computation to be valid, we need to ensure that the correct binary decomposition
of the leaf index was used. We do this by enforcing the following boundary
constraints:
1. Value in register r0 at step 0 must be set to 0.
2. Value in register r0 at the last step must be equal to the leaf index.
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